
The challenge

Do you have a reasonably high volume of commercial

contracts and supplier terms and conditions to review?

Do you find it a challenge to conduct the reviews quickly

and efficiently when volume exceeds capacity or when the

demands of your business require you to prioritise elsewhere?

Are there times when a second opinion or a sanity check

would be appreciated?

Do you worry that it would take time (you don't have) to

brief an external law firm on your commercial policy and

preferred approach, and then to negotiate fees?

The solution

• The Commercial Contracts Overflow Review Service can be set

up during a time when there is less pressure on you.

•We will invest our time, without charge, in understanding your

business and the commercial approach you take to reviewing

and negotiating commercial contracts, from a high-level key

issues identification process to a full contract review or

somewhere in-between.

•We will provide you with one or two points of contact and

ensure those contacts have the level of experience required

to support you

•We will agree with you an acceptable method of charging and

the turnaround times required. This can be a fixed or capped

fee per contract, a set hourly rate or a retainer arrangement

– it will be bespoke to you and designed to fit your

requirements at sensible regional law firm prices.

• From then on you know you have access to a qualified

overflow resource to process contracts in the way you would

do it if you had the time - knowing how much it will cost.

B P Collins' experience and resources

The Contract Overflow Service is provided by the Corporate

and Commercial team, currently made up of eight lawyers

(five partners and three associates), one of the largest

dedicated commercial teams based in the region.

We specialise in building long-term relationships with our

clients with the objective of providing genuinely practical and

helpful legal advice, given in the context of what your

business is looking to achieve.

B P Collins' lawyers advise an impressive client base of

companies in contract intensive sectors in the ThamesValley,

including:

- technology

- environmental

- pharmaceuticals and healthcare

- food

- retail and distribution

- business services

Learn more

To discuss how the Contract Overflow Service might work for

your business, please get in touch with one of the

contacts below:

Simon Deans, Partner

simon.deans@bpcollins.co.uk

01753 279079

Alex Zachary, Partner

alex.zachary@bpcollins.co.uk

01753 279052
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